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Abstract

We examine the consumer welfare e¤ect of a �rm�s partial ownership of a competitor

and compare the implications of alternative forms of divestiture. We identify conditions

under which turning voting shares into non-voting shares is preferable to selling the

shares to the �rm�s current shareholders (an option frequently chosen). We also show

that selling the voting shares to a large independent shareholder is preferable to selling

them to small shareholders. We provide additional theoretical results and apply them

to the divestiture of Portugal Telecom�s holdings in PTM.
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1 Introduction

In 2006, British Sky Broadcasting Group (BSkyB), a UK pay-TV broadcaster, announced

the acquisition of 17.9 % of ITV, a UK free-to-air TV broadcaster. The UK Competition

Commission concluded that such acquisition would lessen competition considerably, and

ordered BSkyB to reduce its shareholding to below 7.5 per cent. In a related example,

until November 2007 Portugal Telecom (PT) held a 58% share of PT Multimedia (PTM), a

combination of voting and non-voting stock. The two �rms operated in several markets as

the two main �competitors�(sometimes the sole competitors). Responding to government

pressure that PT divest its share in PT Multimedia, PT�s share in PT Multimedia was

distributed to PT�s shareholders.

These are just two of many examples where a �rm owns a share in a competitor. This

situation raises a series of competition policy questions, including: (a) To what extent does

partial ownership lessen competition and decrease consumer surplus? (b) What di¤erence

does it make whether the partial ownership consists of voting shares, as opposed to preferred

(non-voting) stock? (c) If a divestiture of control rights is to take place, what is the best

way to implement it: to sell the shares to a large shareholder, to sell the shares to small

shareholders, to distribute the shares among the shareholders of the parent company in

proportion to their holdings, or to turn the voting stock into preferred stock?

In this paper, we attempt to address question (c), and in the process shed some light on

(a) and (b). We propose a basic framework whereby each shareholder cares for his �nancial

interest, whereas each �rm maximizes the combined interests of its controlling shareholders.

As a preliminary result, we establish a relation between consumer surplus under a price

setting duopoly and the weights that each �rm gives to its competitor�s pro�ts. We then

apply this general result to examine the impact of alternative forms of divestiture. First,

we show that turning a partial ownership from voting stock to preferred stock increases

consumer welfare. In other words, while a �nancial interest in a competitor may lessen

competition, a controlling share is even worse.

Next, we compare the relative merits � in terms of consumer surplus � of alternative

divestiture options. In various recent cases, divestiture has been implemented by the so-

called �proportional�method, whereby �rm A�s controlling shares in �rm B are transferred

to the shareholders of �rm A in proportion to shareholdings in �rm A. We identify conditions

under which this option performs worse � in terms of consumer surplus � than turning

voting stock into preferred stock, which in turn performs worse than full divestiture (that

is, selling the shares to a third party).
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Regarding the option of full divestiture, we show that a sale to a large independent

shareholder fares better than a sale to many small shareholders. Intuitively, a sale to a large

shareholder increases the weight given to independent shareholders in the target �rm; and

this has the bene�cial �countervailing�e¤ect of increasing the weight given by the target

�rm to its own pro�t.

While these are our main results, we also provide additional sets of necessary and su¢ -

cient conditions to rank various divestiture options. Moreover, while our results are couched

in terms of divestiture of partial competitor ownership, they also apply (with the appropriate

sign change) to an increase in partial ownership.

� Related Literature. A number of authors have considered the impact of partial com-

petitor ownership on the nature of oligopoly competition. In one of the earliest contributions,

Reynolds and Snapp (1986) show that market output is lower when there is partial owner-

ship. Bresnahan and Salop (1986) build on Reynolds and Snapp (1986) by introducing the

distinction between �nancial interest and control. They consider a joint venture between

two competitors and show that an independent joint venture is more competitive than any

form of silent �nancial interest, which in turn is more competitive than limited joint control

or full ownership or control by one parent.1

Flath (1992) contributes to this literature by considering both direct (as in the above

papers) and indirect �nancial shareholding. Firm A indirectly holds shares in �rm C if it

holds shares in �rm B and, in turn, �rm B holds shares in �rm C. The anticompetitive

e¤ects are greater in this case than when only direct holdings are considered.2

In a recent contribution, Karle et al (2011) consider a private investor who initially

owns a controlling stake in one of two competing �rms and may acquire a (controlling or

non-controlling) stake in the competitor, either directly (by making use of own funds) or

indirectly (by inducing the controlled �rm to do so). While there is some overlap with our

analysis, their framework cannot be used to address the question we are interested in this

1Reitman (1994) considers the same ownership structure as Reynolds and Snapp (1986) in a conjectural

variations model to discuss the incentives �rms may have in participating in partial ownership arrangements.

See also Alley (1997) for an application of a conjectural variations model with partial ownership arrangements

and trade to the automobile industry.
2Dietzenbacher et al (2000) extend these results to more than three �rms and to Bertrand competition.

They also provide an empirical application to the Dutch �nancial market. In related recent research, Micola

and Bunn (2008) conducted a series of simulations to analyse the e¤ects of crossholdings on the outcome of

sealed bid-o¤er auctions with capacity constraints.
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paper, namely comparing various forms of divestiture.3

Although most of the literature focuses on unilateral e¤ects of partial ownership, Gilo

et al (2006) look at the possibility of coordinated e¤ects. Speci�cally, they analyze whether

passive �nancial investments in rivals facilitate or hinder tacit collusion. Despite the fact that

larger crossholdings may limit the punishment after deviation from a collusive arrangement

(Malueg, 1992), Gilo et al (2006) establish that an increase in �nancial ownership by a rival

�rm never hampers collusion.

The paper that is closest to ours is O�Brien and Salop (2000). They study the case when

there is partial ownership which may or may not correspond to control. They evaluate the

impact of such cross shareholdings by computing each �rm�s price pressure index (PPI): an

increase in �rm i�s PPI corresponds to an upward shift in its �rst-order condition; given

constant rival prices, this leads to a higher price by �rm i. Based on this methodology, they

�nd the surprising result that obtaining control of a rival �rm through partial ownership may

be worse, in terms of welfare, than a complete merger between the two competitors.4 Some of

our results are consistent with those of O�Brien and Salop (2000). However, our framework

allows us to consider additional ownership comparative statics they did not consider.

O�Brien and Salop focus on partial acquisitions that lead to various scenarios. However,

the relationship between �nancial interest and control is not modeled. By distinguishing

between voting stock and preferred stock, our approach addresses this issue and derives a

series of policy relevant results. Moreover, unlike O�Brien and Salop we allow explicitly for

the distinction between individuals as owners and �rms as owners, raising the issue of direct

and indirect control or �nancial interest. As our empirical application shows, this distinction

is of practical interest.

� Road map. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present
our formal framework. Section 3 includes some preliminary results (lemmas) which we then

use in Section 4, where we present our main results. An extension to our basic framework,

considering the case of common shareholders, is included in Section 5. In Section 6, we

apply our analysis to the case of Portugal Telecom�s (PT) divestiture of its share in PT

3Moreover, Karle et al (2011) only consider two possible extreme cases regarding initial ownership struc-

tures in the target �rm: one block holder or many small shareholders. In addition, all private investors are

assumed not to have initially positions in more than one �rm. Our present paper proposes a more general

framework in both respects, which is important in terms of empirical application.
4In a recent contribution Foros et al (2010) consider the case when the partial ownership of one �rm in

the other is endogenously determined.
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Multimedia (PTM). Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Formal approach

Consider an industry with two �rms (A and B) and N relevant shareholders.5 We

explicitly consider the distinction between voting stock (i.e., shares with control rights) and

preferred (non-voting) stock. Firm i�s total stock (i = A;B) is composed of a percentage Vi

of voting stock and a percentage 1� Vi of preferred stock. Shareholder n holds a share vin
of voting stock in �rm i and a share sin of preferred stock in �rm i: Hence, shareholder n

holds a percentage tin � vin Vi + sin (1� Vi) of �rm i�s total stock.

Each �rm�s pro�t is distributed among shareholders proportionally to their total stock,

regardless of whether it be voting stock or preferred stock. Hence, shareholder n receives

a pro�t stream corresponding to a percentage tin of �rm i�s aggregate pro�t, �i. It follows

that shareholder n�s payo¤ is given by tin�i + tjn�j.

In addition to individual shareholders, we also consider the possibility that �rm A owns

a share tB0 in �rm B, which includes a share vB0 > 0 of voting stock.6 It follows that, if �i is

�rm i�s operating pro�t (i = A;B), then �rm A�s aggregate pro�t (including cross-holdings)

is given by �A = �A + tB0�B, whereas for �rm B we have simply �B = �B.

We follow O�Brien and Salop (2000) in assuming that each �rm�s objective function is

a weighted sum of shareholders�payo¤s. Additionally, we assume that the weight given

by �rm i to shareholder n�s payo¤, win, is a function of shareholder n�s voting stock. In

particular, let win = f(vin)=
PN

n=0 f (vin), where: (i) f(0) = 0; (ii) @win=@vin > 0; (iii)

f(vin)=f(vin0) = f(�vin)=f(�vin0) for all � 6= 0 and (iv) f(�vin) + f((1 � �)vin) � f(vin) for
all � 2 [0; 1]. We thus assume that a �rm gives no weight to a particular shareholder who does
not own voting stock, that the weight given to a particular shareholder is increasing in his

percentage of voting stock, that the ratio of weights corresponding to any two shareholders,

n and n0, does not change if the percentage of voting stock owned by each of them changes in

the same proportion and that if a given shareholder�s stock is split between two shareholders,

the weight given by �rm i to these two shareholders is lower than the original weight.

Notice that in our setting, even if shareholder n�s percentage of voting stock is kept

constant, if for some reason there is a change in the pattern of ownership of the remaining

5We allow for two types of shareholders, relevant shareholders and in�nitesimal shareholders. Only the

former are able to in�uence the �rms�managers.
6Strictly speaking, �rm B has, at most, N + 1 shareholders, if we include the competing �rm as a

shareholder.
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shareholders, this may a¤ect the weight attributed by the �rm to shareholder n�s payo¤.

Moreover, even if one shareholder has the majority of the votes we do not consider that the

�rm maximizes his payo¤. As highlighted by O�Brien and Salop (2000) �the control exerted

by shareholders with the majority of voting power is not absolute. If it were, the minority

(or non-voting) shares would have little value...�(p. 571).

Formally, �rm i maximizes !i (i = A;B), which are given as follows:

!A =

NX
n=1

wAn (tAn�A + tBn�B) (1)

!B =
NX
n=1

wBn (tAn�A + tBn�B) + wB0 !A

Solving for !A and !B and expressing aggregate pro�ts in terms of operational pro�ts,

we obtain:

!A =
NX
n=1

wAn (tAn �A + (tBn + tAntB0)�B) (2)

!B =
NX
n=1

(wBn + wB0wAn) (tAn �A + (tBn + tAntB0)�B)

Thus, an alternative way to think about �rm i�s maximization problem is to consider

that, ultimately, there are N shareholders with control rights (through win) and �nancial

interests (through tin) in �rms A and B, both direct and indirect interests. For instance, the

direct �nancial interests of shareholder n in �rm B correspond to tBn, whereas his indirect

�nancial interests are given by tAntB0. A similar reasoning can be applied to the control

weights win.

Many of our results below are better expressed in terms of share correlation / concen-

tration indexes. Speci�cally, we de�ne

Kij �
NX
n=1

(win + wi0whn)tjn (3)

with h; i; j = A;B and i 6= h. In words, Kij measures the correlation between direct plus

indirect control in �rm i and �nancial interest in �rm j, as well as the concentration of

such control/interest. In the limit, Kij = 0 either because �rm i�s control is separated from

�rm j�s ownership or because there are many in�nitesimal shareholders. At the opposite

extreme, Kii = 1 if there is a single shareholder who controls the �rm and is entitled to all

its pro�t.
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With this notation, both �rms�objective functions can be written as

!A = KAA�A + (KAB +KAAtB0)�B (4)

!B = KBA�A + (KBB +KBAtB0)�B

Without loss of generality and assuming Kii > 0, one can re-write the �rms� objective

functions as

!A = �A + A�B (5)

!B = �B + B�A

where

A = tB0 +
KAB

KAA

(6)

B =
KBA

KBB +KBAtB0

correspond to the weights each �rm attributes to its competitor�s operating pro�t.

3 Preliminary results

We are interested in understanding how changes in ownership a¤ect consumer welfare.

For this purpose, we assume that �rms compete in prices and that prices are strategic

complements: @2�i=@pi@pj > 0. Moreover, we assume that an increase in �rm i�s price

increases �rm j�s operating pro�t �j and reduces consumer surplus. The following result

then relates changes in i to changes in consumer surplus.

Lemma 1: Consumer surplus is decreasing both in A and B.

�

Although we focus our attention on price competition, the negative relation between i

and consumer surplus extends to other modes of market competition (for example, Cournot

competition with linear demands). The idea is fairly intuitive: to the extent that �rm i

takes �rm j�s pro�t into consideration when maximizing pro�ts, we are closer to the perfect

collusion extreme, which implies higher prices.

Although our focus is on changes in �rm A�s holdings of �rm B, we �rst consider a series

of comparative statics exercises with respect to in�nitesimal changes in some key parameters.

Lemma 2: B is increasing in KBA, non increasing in KBB and decreasing in tB0.

Moreover, A is increasing in tB0 and KAB; and non increasing in KAA.
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The weight placed by �rm i on its rival�s pro�t decreases with Kii. Whenever control

(measured by direct and indirect control weights) and �nancial interests beome more aligned

in �rm i, shareholders will use their control to make �rm i maximize own pro�t and thus

place a lower weight on the rival�s pro�t.7 For a similar reason, the weight placed by �rm

i on its rival�s pro�t increases with Kij. If shareholders with (direct or indirect) control of

�rm i have more �nancial interests on �rm j, then �rm i will place a larger weight on its

competitor.

As for �rm A�s �nancial interests in �rm B, tB0, it a¤ects both �rms in di¤erent ways.

An increase in tB0 makes �rm A care more about �rm B�s pro�ts due to its larger �nancial

interest in �rm B. How about �rm B? To the extent that KBA > 0, i.e. that there is some

correlation between control in �rm B and �nancial interest in �rm A, a larger tB0 makes

�rm B place a higher weight on own pro�t and consequently a lower pro�t on rival�s pro�t.

Everything else constant, the more �rm A cares about �rm B (as measured by tB0), the

more �rm A will use its control over �rm B to maximize �rm B�s pro�ts, which in turn

leads to a lower B.

We now discuss in more detail the factors that drive Kij. For that purpose, we de�ne

kij �
NX
n=1

wintjn (7)

i = A;B, so that we can write

Kij �
NX
n=1

(win + whnwi0)tjn = kij + wi0khj

with h; i; j = A;B and i 6= h: Again, kij measures the correlation between control in �rm i

and �nancial interest in �rm j, as well as the concentration of such control/interest. But in

this case, it refers exclusively to direct control.8

With respect to �rm A, there is only direct control, and hence, KAj = kAj. There exist,

however, two types of control regarding �rm B: direct control and indirect control (which

7It should be noted that @i=@Kii is negative when Kij > 0. Otherwise it is zero. Recall that when Kij is

zero, shareholders with control of �rm i have no participation in �rm j�s pro�t. As long as KBB > 0, �rm B

will maximize own pro�t and as long as KAA > 0; �rm A will maximize its aggregate pro�t, which includes

a percentage tB0 of �rm B�s operating pro�t. Increases in KAA or KBB do not change this behavior.
8Given that we assume that only �rm A has some �nancial interest and control in �rm B, we have

wA0 = 0 and the expressions simplify to KAA � kAA > 0; KAB � kAB � 0; KBB � kBB +wB0kAB > 0 and
KBA � kBA + wB0kAA > 0:
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is exerted via �rm A). Hence, KBj is composed of two elements. The �rst one measures the

extent to which direct control in �rm B is correlated with �nancial interest in �rm j, kBj.

The second one measures the extent to which control in �rm B exerted via control in �rm A

is correlated with �nancial interest in �rm j, wB0kAj. In what follows, we will assume that

direct control in a given �rm is more correlated with (direct) �nancial interest in the same

�rm than with �nancial interest in the rival �rm, which implies that kAAkBB�kABkBA > 0.
Under this assumption, lemma 2 can then be rewritten as:

Lemma 20: B is increasing in kAA, kBA and vB0; and decreasing in kBB, kAB and tB0.

Moreover, A is increasing in tB0 and kAB; and non increasing in kAA.

�

As far as A is concerned, since KAA � kAA and KAB � kAB (see footnote 8), the results
in Lemma 20 coincide with those in Lemma 2. With regards to the part that refers to B,

however, this formulation allows us to highlight further e¤ects, which we discuss in turn.

First, B is increasing in kAA. Why would �rm B care about �rm A�s pro�ts? For

two reasons: (i) because some shareholders with control in �rm B�s may have a �nancial

interest in �rm A (i.e. because there exist common shareholders); and/or (ii) because the

shareholders with control and �nancial interest in �rm A also have some control in �rm

B (through wB0). The extent to which the shareholders who control �rm A also have a

�nancial interest in �rm A is measured by kAA, thus B is increasing in kAA.

Second, B is decreasing in kBB. Recall that the indexes kij measure both correlation

and concentration. In this case, it is best to think of kBB as a concentration index. In

the limit when kBB is small, all �rm B shareholders (except �rm A) are of in�nitesimal

size. This implies that �rm A�s share in �rm B, even if less than 1, e¤ectively gives �rm A

complete control over �rm B. To the extent that kAA is greater than zero, so that �rm A�s

voting shareholders also have a �nancial interest in �rm A, this implies that the controlling

share vB0 will induce �rm B to care a lot for �rm A�s pro�ts. For this reason, an increase

in kBB � a greater concentration of control by �rm B�s �independent� shareholders �

�counterweights�the e¤ect of vB0. We will return to this �countervailing�e¤ect later.

Third, B is increasing in vB0 (and in wB0) if kAAkBB � kABkBA > 0. Greater control
of �rm B by �rm A�s shareholders leads �rm B to place greater weight on �rm A�s pro�ts.

There are two opposing e¤ects in place: (i) A larger wB0 increases the correlation between

control in �rm B and �nancial interest in �rm A; KBA, via indirect control; and (ii) a larger

wB0 increases the correlation between control in �rm B and �nancial interest in �rm B, KBB
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if kAB is positive. The channel through which the �rst e¤ect takes place is similar to that

discussed above regarding the partial derivative @B=@kAA. To the extent that kAA > 0,

the voting shareholders who have partial indirect control over �rm B also have a �nancial

interest in �rm A. Such control is used to in�uence �rm B to give greater weight to �rm A�s

pro�ts. And the greater vB0 is, everything else constant, the greater the control of �rm B by

�rm A, and the greater this e¤ect is. The second e¤ect results from the possible existence

of common shareholders who control �rm A and have a �nancial interest in �rm B. To

the extent that kAB > 0, some shareholders are interested in making �rm B place a larger

weight on own pro�t and an increase in wB0 makes their indirect control of �rm B stronger.

Notice the contrast between two of the derivatives: B is increasing in vB0 but decreasing

in tB0. This shows that the nature of �rmA�s holdings in �rmB matters a great deal: control

and �nancial interest are related but di¤erent forms of shareholding. In fact, for a given

level of �nancial interest, greater control leads �rm B to place greater weight on �rm A�s

pro�ts; but for a given level of control, greater �nancial interest leads �rm B to place a

lower weight on �rm A�s pro�ts. In the next section we will discuss the importance of this

distinction when comparing various forms of divestiture.9

Discussing the e¤ects of partial ownership, O�Brien and Salop (2000) also allude to the

important distinction between active and passive ownership:

In analyzing the competitive e¤ects of partial ownership, it is necessary to distin-

guish between two aspects of partial ownership, �nancial interest and corporate

control ... These two factors have separate and distinct impacts on the compet-

itive incentives of the acquired and acquiring �rm. Financial interest a¤ects the

incentives of the acquiring �rm, while corporate control a¤ects the incentives of

the acquired �rm. (p. 568)

While we agree with this characterization, we also think that it is incomplete. We

agree that a higher tB0 leads to a higher A (��nancial interest a¤ects the incentives of the

acquiring �rm�) and that a higher vB0 leads to a higher B (�corporate control a¤ects the

incentives of the acquired �rm�). But to this we add that, to the extent that �rm A has

some control over �rm B, �nancial interest also a¤ects the incentives of the acquired �rm

(a higher tB0 leads to a lower B, as stated in Lemma 2).

9As we will see, the two forms of shareholding are not independent: an increase in voting shares also leads

to an increase in �nancial interest, except in the limit case when Vi = 0, so that voting shares correspond

to no �nancial interest.
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In addition to the derivatives presented above, it is also relevant to discuss how A and

B are a¤ected by kAB and kBA. With respect to kAB, a higher correlation between (direct)

control in �rm A and �nancial interest in �rm B makes �rm A place a higher weight on �rm

B�s pro�t and, to the extent that the shareholders who control �rm A have an in�uence

via wB0 on �rm B�s decisions, will make �rm B place a higher weight on itself, i.e. a lower

weight on �rm A�s pro�t. As for kBA, we have @A=@kBA = 0 and @B=@kBA > 0. The

reasons are similar, with the exception that �rm B has no voting shares in �rm A and,

hence, shareholders who control �rm B have no way to instruct �rm A to place a higher

weight on its own pro�t. As a result of the above, the existence of common shareholders

leads to a higher A, whereas the e¤ect on B is uncertain. If kBAkBB � kABkAAw2B0 > 0;
the existence of common shareholders also leads to a higher B.

Since in the presence of commons shareholders, changes in the ownership and control

structure give rise to several e¤ects going in opposite directions, it is di¢ cult to estab-

lish general results. In the following section, we present our main results for the case in

which there are no common shareholders before the divestiture. Section 5 then discusses

the implications on the main results of the existence of common shareholders prior to the

divestiture.

4 Main results: no common shareholders

Although our general notation allows for shareholders with holdings in both �rms, in

this section we will assume that this is not the case except for the share �rm A holds in �rm

B. Taking this into account, we have kAB = kBA = 0 and we may rewrite (6) as follows:

A = tB0 (8)

B =
wB0kAA

kBB + wB0tB0kAA

We now turn to the main results in the paper, where we consider the implications for

consumer surplus of various alternative forms of divestiture of �rm A�s control holding in

�rm B. Speci�cally, using Lemmas 1, 2 and other results, we now characterize the e¤ect

and compare the relative merits in terms of consumer surplus of the following alternative

options:

1. The shares are distributed among the shareholders of the parent company in proportion

to their holdings.

2. The shares are turned into preferred stock.
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3. The shares are sold to in�nitesimally small shareholders.

4. The shares are sold to a new large shareholder.

Note that there is an important distinction between Options 1 and 2, on the one hand,

and Options 3 and 4, on the other hand: the latter two options require a sale of shares,

whereas the �rst two do not. In other words, one would expect the transactions cost of

Options 3 and 4 to be greater than that of Options 1 and 2. We will return to this issue

when discussing the relative merits of each option.

Option 1 assumes that all shares (irrespective of being voting or preferred stock) that

�rm A owns in �rm B are distributed to �rm A�s shareholders in proportion to their total

stock in the parent company. If there is only one type of shares, then there is only one type

of proportional spin-o¤. If, however, there are various types of shares, then our assumption

is not innocuous, as it is likely that di¤erent rules will lead to di¤erent outcomes. For

example, each share might be distributed in proportion to the shares of the same type held

in the parent company.10

Option 2 directly addresses the issue of control. If the main concern is that �rm A

controls �rm B, then the simplest way of addressing the issue is to remove such control by

turning its voting shares into non-voting shares.

Option 3 is a natural benchmark. Just as the most competitive market structure cor-

responds to atom-sized �rms, one may conjecture that atom-sized shareholders best corre-

spond to the idea of a competitive structure. However, as we will later see, such shareholder

structure does not necessarily maximize consumer surplus.

Finally, Option 4 is similar to Option 3 with the di¤erence that the sale is made to one

large shareholder.

We �rst consider the case of a proportional spin-o¤procedure (Option 1). In some sense,

a proportional divestiture substitutes direct �rm control for shareholder control. To the

extent that these alternative forms of control are substitutes, a tantalizing possibility is that

10There are a number of examples consistent with our particular assumption regarding proportional spin-

o¤s: (i) Brook�eld Asset Management Inc.�s 2008 spin-o¤ of Brook�eld Infrastructure Partners L.P. (where

each holder of Brook�eld Class A and Class B shares received one share for each 25 Brook�eld shares held);

(ii) Bedminster National Corp.�s 2007 spin-o¤ of its two subsidiaries, Bedminster Capital and Bedminster

Financial (where holders of common stock of Bedminster National received one share of the Class A and

Class B common stock of each subsidiary for every share of Bedminster National Class A and Class B

common stock held); and (iii) NACCO�s proposed spin-o¤ of Hamilton Beach (where for each share of

NACCO Class A or Class B common stock held, NACCO distributed one half of one share of Hamilton

Beach Class A common stock and one half of one share of Hamilton Beach Class B common stock).
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a proportional divestiture is neutral from the point of view of e¤ective control, and therefore

from the point of view of consumer welfare. However, redistributing all of �rm A�s shares

in �rm B to existing �rm A�s shareholders in proportion to their shareholdings in �rm A,

tAn, is, in general, not neutral: the proportional spin-o¤may increase or decrease consumer

welfare depending on the particular patterns of ownership structure. This is for two reasons.

First, since the indirect voting shares are converted into direct shares in proportion to tAn

and not in proportion to vAn, the relative voting importance of each shareholder changes,

thereby a¤ecting the shareholder�s weight even if the latter is linear in voting stock. Second,

even if vAn = tAn, as the weight assigned to each shareholder is not necessarilly linear in

the percentage of voting stock she holds, the importance of each shareholder may change:

a given reduction in the indirect percentage of votes is not necessarilly compensated by an

equal increase in the direct percentage of votes held, as far as control weights are concerned.

This type of divestiture has several e¤ects, which we discuss in turn.

First, it creates common shareholders. If kAA > 0, some shareholders with control over

�rm A will, after the divestiture, have a �nancial interest in �rm B (i.e. kAB becomes

positive). This will lead �rm A to attribute a higher weight to �rm B�s pro�t (i.e. A

increases). On the other hand, to the extent that, after the divestiture, �rm A still retains

some control over �rm B, these common shareholders will use their control over �rm A

to make �rm B more aggressive, thereby leading to a decrease in B. Additionally, the

shareholders who gain some direct control over �rm B also have a �nancial interest in �rm

A (i.e. kBA becomes positive). Hence, these shareholders will make �rm B behave less

aggressively (i.e. a larger B).

Second, the proportional divestiture leads to a reduction in both vB0 and tB0, where the

corresponding induced e¤ects on A and B were already discussed in the previous section

(see Lemma 2 and Lemma 20).

Finally, the proportional divestiture also has an impact on kBB. By redistributing shares

that were previously concentrated in �rm A to its own shareholders, this type of divestiture

leads to an increase in the correlation between ownership and control in �rm B, which has

the positive e¤ect of making this �rm place a lower weight on �rm A�s pro�t (i.e. B is

reduced).

Before presenting our next result, which establishes a necessary and su¢ cient condition

for the proportional divestiture to be good for consumers, some additional notation must be

introduced. De�ne

Soij �
NX
n=1

�woin tjn

12



where �woin denotes the variation in win due to the implementation of Option o = 1; :::; 4

divestiture. In words, Soij, refers to the correlation between variations in control weights in

�rm i (resulting from divestiture o) and original ownership shares in �rm j. One particular

case is worth explaining. We have Soij = 0 when each shareholder who is given di¤erent

weight in �rm i�s objective function did not own directly any stock in �rm j before the

divestiture (and hence had no direct claims over �rm j�s pro�t). A large Soij means that

shareholders who gained more control over �rm i are those who have, at the outset, a larger

�nancial interest in �rm j.

Proposition 1: Any complete or partial proportional divestiture (Option 1) increases

consumer welfare if and only if

kBB
�
S1BA + kAA�w

1
B0

�
� S1BBwB0kAA < 0.

�

The �rst term in the condition for consumer surplus to increase can be written as

kBB
PN

n=1(�w
1
Bn + wAn�w

1
B0)tAn. If this term is negative, Option 1 increases consumer

welfare. This term is negative if the largest shareholders in terms of �nancial interest in

�rm A are the ones whose weights in �rm B�s objective function (both direct and indirect

weights) decrease with the divestiture. In fact, shareholders with �w1Bn + wAn�w
1
B0 < 0

will see their overall weight on �rm B�s objective function decrease, because the increase

in direct weight, �w1Bn, does not compensate for the decrease in their indirect in�uence

in �rm B, wAn�w1B0. If these shareholders, the ones whose relative voting power in �rm

B decreased with the divestiture, also have a high �nancial interest in �rm A, a high tAn,

they will now be less able to use their (voting) in�uence in �rm B so as to instruct it to

give more weight to �rm A, thereby reducing competition and hurting consumer surplus. In

case, however, this term is non-negative, it is still possible that Option 1 increases consumer

welfare, provided that S1BB is su¢ ciently large. Notice that the original �rm B sharehold-

ers will see their degree of control increase as the voting stock of �rm B owned by �rm A

becomes diluted after the divestiture, S1BB > 0.

In order to illustrate in a simpler way the main mechanisms behind this result, consider

the special case wherein the f (�) function is linear. More speci�cally, assume now that

f(vBn) = vBn and
PN

n=0 vBn =
PN

n=1 tAn = 1. When this is the case, the condition in

13



Proposition 1 boils down to
NX
n=1

(tAn � vAn) tAn < 0:

In this case, the condition for consumer welfare to increase will be veri�ed if the largest

shareholders in terms of �nancial interest are also the ones who have a lower percentage of

total stock when compared to their percentage of voting stock. Shareholders with tAn > vAn

will be attributed a higher direct percentage of the divested voting shares, tAn vB0, than

their ex-ante indirect voting in�uence in �rm B, vAnvB0. Now, if these shareholders, the

ones whose relative voting power in �rm B increases with the divestiture, also have a high

�nancial interest in �rm A, a high tAn, they will use their increased (voting) in�uence to

instruct �rm B to be less aggressive.

Consider the following illustrative example: two shareholders, 1 and 2, are each entitled

to 40% and 60% of �rm A�s pro�t, respectively, but one of them (say, shareholder 1) owns

all voting stock. Further, �rm A owns 20% of �rm B�s voting stock. Before the divestiture,

shareholder 1 has an indirect control over �rm B that corresponds to 20% (i.e. �rm B will

give a weight of 20% to shareholder 1�s payo¤) and the remaining shareholder has no control

over �rm B, i.e. is given no weight by �rm B. After the proportional divestiture, 12% of �rm

A�s voting stock in �rmB will be attributed to shareholder 2 and 8% to shareholder 1. In this

case,
PN

n=1 (tAn � vAn) tAn = :12 > 0, meaning that the proportional divestiture will reduce
consumer surplus. Shareholder 2 will see his control in �rm B increase when compared

to shareholder 1. This happens because shareholder 2 will be given a larger percentage

of voting stock, 12%, than his original indirect holdings, 0%, while shareholder 1 will only

receive 8% and previously held 20%. But, given that shareholder 2 is more interested in �rm

A�s pro�t than shareholder 1 was (because he has a larger �nancial interest) the increase in

control will make �rm B less aggressive.

It is worth remarking at this point that with f(vBn) = vBn, if each shareholder n owns the

same percentage of voting shares and preferred stock in �rm A (i.e., vAn = sAn = tAn), then

a proportional divestiture turns out to be neutral from a consumer welfare point of view.11

The intuition is straightforward: the proportional divestiture simply converts indirect voting

power and �nancial interest into direct ones. The same is true if there is only one type of

stock.

Next, we consider the possibility of turning �rm A�s voting stock in �rm B into preferred

stock (Option 2).

11It is also needed that
PN

n=1 tAn = 1 so that all of �rm A�s stock in �rm B is attributed to relevant

shareholders.
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Proposition 2: Any complete or partial divestiture that turns voting stock vB0 into

preferred stock (Option 2) leads to an increase in consumer surplus.

�

Turning voting stock into preferred stock does not completely separate the �rms: the

�nancial interest is kept at the same level. However, as far as consumer surplus is concerned,

it represents a positive move. As shown by Lemma 2�, a decrease in vB0 leads to a decrease

in B; and this in turn leads to an increase in consumer surplus, as shown in Lemma

1. Moreover, a decrease in vB0 leads to an increase in kBB. This happens because the

independent voting shares vBn now have relatively greater value. And, by Lemma 2�, an

increase in kBB leads to a decrease in B.

Intuitively, the switch from voting stock to preferred stock has two e¤ects on control: it

weakens �rm A�s control of �rm B (the direct e¤ect) and it also strengthens control by �rm

B�s independent shareholders. Both of these e¤ects lead �rm B to place a lower weight on

�rm A�s pro�t.

Currently competition policy in the EU and the U.S. seems roughly consistent with

Proposition 2�s characterization of the e¤ects of partial ownership. In the EU, any partial

interest that enables the purchaser to exercise control over the target company is subject to a

merger �ling. The same is not true, however, if the acquisition does not change the degree of

control. The U.S. guidelines also make a distinction between active and passive acquisitions,

though they also recognize that even passive acquisitions may present competitive concerns

(Hatton and Cardwell, 2010).

The following proposition considers the situation in which there is a divestiture of voting

stock vB0 that takes place by sale (Options 3, 4).

Proposition 3: A complete divestiture of voting stock vB0 that takes place by sale

(Options 3, 4) leads to an increase in consumer surplus.

�

The intuition behind this result is simple. When a complete divestiture of voting stock

takes place by sale, then, after the sale, vB0 = wB0 = 0. From (8), this leads to �rm B

attributing no weight to �rm A�s pro�ts, B = 0. In addition, tB0 will decrease by vB0 VB,

implying that also A (the weight given by �rm A to �rm B�s pro�ts) will decrease with

the complete divestiture by sale (Lemma 2).12 Now, since both A and B decrease with

12Recall that with no common shareholders, �rm A cares about �rm B�s pro�ts to the (precise) extent
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the operation, Lemma 1 implies that consumer surplus will be enhanced after a complete

divestiture by sale.13

It should be noted, however, that the divestiture of a small fraction of vB0 by means

of a sale to an in�nite number of small shareholders may lead to a decrease in consumer

surplus. In order to illustrate this possibility, consider the following simple example in which

(i) all shares are voting shares, (ii) there are no common shareholders and (iii) f(vin) =

vin. Following Singh and Vives (1984) and assuming �rm symmetry, let the representative

consumer maximize

U(qA; qB) = a(qA + qB)�
1

2
(bq2A + bq

2
B + 2dqAqB)� pAqA � pBqB

where a, b and d are positive parameters, with b > d, and qi denotes �rm i�s output. This

utility function leads to the following linear inverse demand function:

qi =
a (b� d)� bpi + dpj

b2 � d2

Assuming that marginal costs are equal to zero, it is straightforward to obtain normalized

equilibrium prices and outputs, which are presented in Appendix B.

Consumer surplus, if divided by a2=b, can be written as

CS� = (QA +QB)�
1

2
(Q2A +Q

2
B + 2xQAQB)� PAQA � PBQB

where Qi and Pi are normalizations of equilibrium quantities and prices and x = d=b < 1.

Now, the divestiture of a small fraction of vB0 leads to a decrease in consumer surplus if

@CS�

@vB0
=
@QA
@vB0

(1�QA � xQB � PA)+
@QB
@vB0

(1�QB�xQA�PB)�
@PA
@vB0

QA�
@PB
@vB0

QB > 0:

The following �gure represents in the (vB0; x) space the area for which this derivative is

positive, for small arbitrary values of k � kBB=kAA. For each of three arbitrary values of

k, the previous condition holds below the corresponding curve. Appendix B provides the

details.

Insert FIGURE 1 about here

To understand this e¤ect, note that after a divestiture of �rm A�s holdings in �rm B

by means of a sale to an in�nite number of small shareholders, the values of kAA and kBB

that it has a �nancial interest in �rm B, A = tB0, which follows from (8).
13If the sale included all types of stock, and given that we are assuming no commons shareholders, it

would separate �rms completely: A = B = 0.
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remain constant.14 From (8), we conclude that the only e¤ect in A and B is through vB0

and tB0 � or simply vB0, since tB0 = vB0 given our assumption that all shares are voting

shares.

When vB0 (�rm A�s share of �rm B) decreases with the sale, so does the value of A

(the weight placed by �rm A�s management on �rm B�s pro�ts). This is fairly intuitive and

re�ects the �rst equation in (8): the weight given by �rm A to �rm B�s pro�ts is proportional

to �rm A�s �nancial interest in �rm B. (This is also part of Lemma 2�.)

What is perhaps not as intuitive is that a reduction in vB0 leads to an increase in the

weight given by �rm B to �rm A�s pro�ts. In the limit, suppose that there is an in�nite

number of in�nitesimal shareholders in �rm B, except for �rm A, which holds a strictly

positive share, i.e. that kBB is very small. This means that �rm A has e¤ective control

of �rm B, that is, �rm B�s objective is e¤ectively �rm A�s objective. If we now reduce

�rm A�s holding in �rm B to a low level, then �rm A�s �nancial interest in �rm B is also

reduced. In the limit as this value becomes close to zero, �rm A�s interest becomes identi�ed

with �rm A�s pro�ts. Since �rm A has e¤ective control over �rm B, it follows that �rm

B�s management becomes more concerned with �rm A�s pro�ts, a change that corresponds

to an increase in B. The areas identi�ed in Figure 1 illustrate that the above increasing

e¤ect in B may be su¢ ciently strong to counteract the �natural�decreasing e¤ect in A.

Speci�cally, the condition that k is su¢ ciently small implies that �rm A�s voting share in

�rm B, vB0, e¤ectively gives �rm A control of �rm B.

O�Brien and Salop�s (2000) comments on the e¤ects of partial ownership echo the possible

e¤ects described in this example:

Partial investments can raise either larger or smaller concerns than complete

mergers. This may seem surprising, since partial acquisition would appear to

align the parties�interests less in all cases than would a complete merger. The

competitive e¤ects of partial ownership depend critically on two separate and

distinct elements: �nancial interest and corporate control. This distinction is

absent in merger analysis, which assumes that the acquiring �rm (or person)

automatically controls the acquired entity after the merger. With partially own-

ership interests, however, these elements are separable. They can occur in ways

that result in greater or lower harm to competition than a complete merger. (p.

14In rigor, when some of �rm A�s voting stock in �rm B is sold to in�nitesimal shareholders, there is a

scaling e¤ect that changes both kBB and vB0 in the same proportion. We omit this in the discussion because

it has no e¤ect on B.
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562)

In fact, re-interpreting Proposition 3 as a result about acquisitions (that is, changing

�signs�), we obtain a situation very much like the one characterized by O�Brien and Salop�s

(2000). A full acquisition may not be as bad as a partial acquisition to the extent that

the full merger does not increase control by much but, by increasing �rm A�s �nancial

interest in �rm B, lowers the relative weight that �rm B places on �rm A�s pro�ts. In other

words, as O�Brien and Salop (2000) rightly point out, the e¤ects of partial ownership depend

critically on the balance between �nancial interest and corporate control. Notice moreover

that, as suggested by O�Brien and Salop and stressed by Foros et al (2010), the above line

of argument implies that, under some conditions, there may be ownership structures worse

than a full merger. In other words, starting from a full merger, the sale of some of �rm B�s

stock owned by �rm A may lead to a decrease in consumer surplus. In our framework, this

corresponds to starting with the case vB0 = tB0 = 1 and kBB = 0 and considering a small

reduction in tB0.

How can one possibly go from full merger to something that is even worse than full

merger? The idea is that when a �rm has control over the prices of two substitutes, it has

the incentive to increase one of them so as to increase the demand for the other one. In so

doing, it will face a trade-o¤ between higher pro�ts in one of the �rms and lower pro�ts in

the other one. To the extent that the controlling �rm cares less for the pro�t of the target

�rm � because it does not completely own it � it has incentive to increase prices more

than in the case of a complete merger.

Our �nal results in this section compare the relative merits, in terms of consumer surplus,

of the four alternative divestiture options under consideration.

Proposition 4: The induced change in consumer surplus is more favorable as we move

from Option 1 (proportional divestiture) to Option 2 (switch from voting stock to preferred

stock), irrespective of being a complete or partial divestiture, if and only if

kAA

�
w1B0 � w2B0

kBB + S
1
BB

kBB + S2BB

�
+ S1BA > 0:

�

When comparing Option 1 and Option 2, three di¤erences are worth stressing. First,

after a partial divestiture, �rm A will retain some in�uence over �rm B�s actions, i.e. �rm
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B will still place some control weight on �rm A�s payo¤. However, for the same divestiture

of voting rights, this remaining weight will be larger under Option 2: w1B0 < w
2
B0. The pro-

portional divestiture removes some voting shares and distributes them to new shareholders,

while Option 2 merely eliminates the voting rights. Given the creation of new shareholders,

this reduces the relative control weight of �rm A on �rm B more in the case of Option 1.

The lower w1B0 and the larger w
2
B0 the more likely it is that Option 1 is better for consumers.

Second, the e¤ect on kBB also di¤ers accross the two options. In fact, the original share-

holders with control and �nancial interests in �rm B will also be di¤erently a¤ected by the

two options. For the same reason as above, Option 2 leads to larger relative weights because

there are no new shareholders involved. The increase in correlation between control and

�nancial interest makes �rm B�s decisions more independent from �rm A under this option.

This independence is bene�cial for consumers but, considering these two e¤ects combined,

the �rst term in the condition in Proposition 1 can be shown to be negative. Finally, Op-

tion 1 creates common shareholders, i.e. shareholders with control of �rm B who care for

�rm A�s pro�t, a factor that favors Option 2, in terms of its impact on consumers. This

is represented by the term S1BA in the condition above. In case of a complete divestiture,

we have w1B0 = w
2
B0 = 0 and the condition above always holds (in the absence of common

shareholders). Note, in particular, that if �nancial interest in �rm A is very diluted, which

implies both kAA and S1BA close to zero, the proportional divestiture will lead to the distri-

bution of voting shares in �rm B to a very high number of very small shareholders and, as

a result, the two options would tend to be equivalent in terms of their induced change in

consumer surplus.

Further, if f(vBn) = vBn and
PN

n=0 vBn =
PN

n=1 tAn = 1, the condition in Proposition 4

becomes �vB0
PN

n=1 tAntAn > 0, which always holds. With this particular weight structure,

turning voting shares into preferred stock is better than distributing shares proportionally

both in the case of a complete and in the case of a partial divestiture (Option 2 is better

than Option 1) because the induced e¤ects on B are di¤erent.
15 The only e¤ect associated

with the switch from voting stock to preferred stock (Option 2) is a reduction in vB0 while

the proportional divestiture (Option 1) leads to increases kBB; kBA and kAB. The two latter

e¤ects correspond to the creation of common shareholders, a situation that we describe in

detail in section 5. The dominant e¤ect that makes the proportional divestiture perform

worse in terms of impact on consumers surplus is then that this proportional divestiture

15Both options leave A unchanged. With Option 2, A does not change by de�nition. As for Option

1, A is not a¤ected because indirect �nancial interest is transformed, in the same proportion, in direct

�nancial interest.
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creates shareholders with (direct) voting shares in �rm B and �nancial interest in �rm A.

In fact, the higher the �nancial interest a shareholder has in �rm A, the larger the percentage

of voting shares that this shareholder will get with the proportional divestiture of voting

stock initially owned by �rm A, and this will lead to an increase in the weight �rm B places

in �rm A�s pro�t.

Proposition 5: Consider the case of a partial divestiture. The induced change in con-

sumer surplus is more favorable as we move from Option 3 (sale to small shareholders) to

Option 4 (sale to one large shareholder). In the case of a complete divestiture both options

are equivalent in terms of the induced change in consumer surplus.

�

The intuition that Option 4 (sale to one large shareholder) is better than Option 3 (sale to

small shareholders) in the case of a partial divestiture is akin to part of Lemma 2�, where we

state that B is decreasing in kBB: the greater the concentration of �rm B�s shareholdings,

the less weight �rm B places on �rm A�s pro�ts. In the limit, when kBB ! 0, �rm A�s

voting share in �rm B grants �rm A e¤ective control over �rm B, that is, �rm B maximizes

�rm A�s pro�ts (assuming �rm A voting shareholders also have a �nancial interest in �rm

A). The di¤erence between Option 3 and Option 4 is that kBB remains constant under the

former, whereas kBB increases in the latter which, by Lemma 2�, implies a lower B and a

higher consumer surplus.

In other words, the contrast between the sale to small shareholders and the sale to

one large shareholder corresponds to the countervailing e¤ect of shareholder concentration:

strong independent shareholders in �rm B have the bene�cial e¤ect of counterweighting the

negative e¤ect (from a consumer surplus perspective) of �rm A�s partial ownership of �rm

B. There is an interesting analogy with the countervailing e¤ect of buyer power in vertical

relations (e.g., Dobson and Waterson, 1997). In general, market share concentration is bad

for consumer welfare; but to the extent that there already is market power at one level of

the value chain, an increase in concentration at a di¤erent level (e.g., downstream) may be

welfare-enhancing.

While we show that a partial sale to one large shareholder is better than the sale to an

in�nite number of in�nitesimal shareholders, these are not the only possibilities to consider.

In fact, the highest consumer surplus corresponds to a sale pattern that maximizes the

post-divestiture value of kBB. If there is a perfect correlation between control and �nancial

interest in �rmB, this would correspond to selling vB0 to the largest independent shareholder
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in �rm B.

It should be highlighted that Options 3 and 4 are equivalent in terms of their impact on

consumer surplus in the case of a complete divestiture of voting stock. Given the inexistence

of common shareholders, such divestiture completely separates both �rms with the exception

of some remaining �nancial interest of �rm A in �rm B. Hence, after the divestiture,

A = sB0(1� VB) and B = 0.

Proposition 6: Consider the case of a complete divestiture. Then, the induced change

in consumer surplus is more favorable: (i) as we move from Option 2 (switch from voting

stock to preferred stock) to Option 3 (sale to small shareholders) or to Option 4 (sale to

one large shareholder); (ii) as we move from Option 1 (proportional divestiture) to Option

3 (sale to small shareholders) or to Option 4 (sale to one large shareholder).

�

To understand why a complete sale to in�nitesimal shareholders is better than turning

voting stock into preferred stock (Option 3 is better than Option 2), it may help to think

of a complete sale of vB0 to an in�nite number of in�nitesimal shareholders (Option 3) as a

two-step process: �rst vB0 is turned into preferred stock (Option 2); and then this preferred

stock is distributed to an in�nite number of in�nitesimal shareholders. Strictly speaking,

the two steps lead to a di¤erent �nal arrangement than Option 3. However, to the extent

that the stock is distributed to in�nitesimal shareholders, it does not matter whether it is

voting or preferred stock.

The crucial point is then to understand the impact of the second step above: transferring

preferred stock from �rm A to an in�nite number of in�nitesimal shareholders. From (8),

a decrease in tB0 leads to a decrease in A. This makes sense: to the extent that �rm A

reduces its �nancial interest in �rm B, it will place a lower weight on �rm B�s pro�t. Having

established that the transfer of tB0 leads to a lower A, we must now add that it has zero

e¤ect on B. This may appear to contradict Lemma 2�, where we stated that a decrease

in tB0 leads to an increase in B; but in fact such result requires wB0 > 0. Since the �rst

step above leads to vB0 = wB0 = 0, the subsequent transfer of preferred stock has no e¤ect

on B. We thus conclude that the second step leads to a further decrease in A, which by

Lemma 1 corresponds to an increase in consumer surplus, and which �nally proves that the

complete sale of vB0 leads to a greater increase in consumer surplus than the switch from

voting stock to preferred stock.

A complete proportional divestiture is not as good as the sale to in�nitesimal shareholders
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essentially because it creates common shareholders. In the limit case in which �rm A�s

shareholders were in�nitesimal, the two divestitures would have the same e¤ect.

� Transactions costs. As mentioned at the beginning of the section, our results � and

in particular Proposition 6 � do not take into account the transactions costs involved with

each of the options. Turning voting stock into preferred stock, or transferring the ownership

from �rm A to �rm A�s shareholders, does not require valuing the shares � and does not

require any �nancial transaction to take place. By contrast, selling shares to a third party

creates a host of potential problems. For example, if the time frame for the sale is too

narrow then there may not be enough market demand; whereas if the time frame is too

wide then the bene�cial e¤ects of divestiture make take too long to take place; and for a

given time frame, potential buyers may delay strategically their purchases. Moreover, if the

Competition Authority is to determine the price at which the shares are to be sold, then

there is the obvious problem of share valuation.

For all these reasons, our results must be taken with a grain of salt: While Options 3

and 4 are better than Option 2 in terms of consumer surplus, the transactions costs they

imply may warrant the simpler option of simply changing the nature of �rm A�s shares in

�rm B.

5 Extension: common shareholders

The results in the previous section were based on the assumption that, initially, no

shareholder owns shares of both �rms. In some cases (including the Portugal Telecom case

described in the next Section) there are indeed common shareholders. How does this change

the analysis? In this section, we show that most results remain qualitatively the same.

However, as Lemma 2 and 2�illustrate, there are additional e¤ects to consider, on the one

hand and the math becomes considerably more complex, on the other hand.

For each of the Propositions in the previous section, the relevant condition with common

shareholders is presented in the corresponding proofs in Appendix A. In what follows, we

discuss the main implications of introducing common shareholders, for each of the divestiture

options under analysis.

With common shareholders, Option 1, the proportional divestiture, increases consumer
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welfare if and only if B decreases,
16 which occurs when

KBB

�
SBA + kAA�w

1
B0

�
< KBA

�
SBB + kAB�w

1
B0

�
In other words, whether the proportional divestiture is good or bad for consumers depends

on the interplay between four terms: (1) KBB, (2) (SBA + kAA�w1B0), (3) KBA, and (4)

(SBB + kAB�w
1
B0).

Note that the �rst and third terms are positive, whereas the second and fourth terms

can be either positive or negative.

The �rst term measures the extent to which, at the outset, the ownership of voting stock

in �rm B is correlated with �nancial interest in the same �rm, i.e., it measures the extent

to which shareholders with the ability to in�uence �rm B�s decisions are interested in �rm

B�s pro�t.

The second term, which can be written as
PN

n=1 (�w
1
Bn + wAn�w

1
B0) tAn, is positive if

those shareholders who will have an increase in their direct control weight larger than the

decrease in the indirect control weight in �rm B, also have a large tAn:17

The third term, is similar to the �rst one and measures the correlation between share-

holders initial direct and indirect voting rights in �rm B and their �nancial interest in �rm

A, and thus captures to which extent voters in �rm B are interested in �rm A�s pro�t.

Finally, the fourth term,
PN

n=1 (�w
1
Bn + wAn�w

1
B0) tBn, is positive if those shareholders

who will have an increase in their direct control weight larger than the decrease in indirect

control weight in �rm B also have a high �nancial interest in �rm B, tBn:

If the second term is positive and the fourth term is negative, then the condition for

consumer welfare to increase is never veri�ed. This happens because if the shareholders to

whom �rm B will attribute a larger weight care a lot for �rm A�s pro�t and a little for �rm

B�s pro�t, then they will instruct �rm B to give a higher weight to �rm A�s pro�t. As a

result, B will increase and consumers will be worse o¤.

If the second term is negative and the fourth term is positive, then exactly the opposite

e¤ects take place and the condition for consumer welfare to increase is trivially satis�ed.

If the second and fourth terms have the same sign, say, are both positive, then the

condition for consumer welfare to increase depends on their magnitude and also on the

magnitude of the �rst and third terms. Note, however, that if, at the outset, direct and

indirect voters in �rm B cared more for �rm A�s pro�ts than for �rm B�s pro�t, i.e., if,

16Recall that A is not a¤ected by a proportional divestiture (see Proposition 1).
17Note that the change in direct control weight is given by �w1Bn which is mitigated by the reduction in

indirect control weight, wAn�w1B0 < 0.
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at the outset, the �rst term is smaller than the third one, then it is less likely that the

divestiture will impact consumers negatively because �rm B already placed a large weight

on �rm A�s pro�t at the outset.

As for the impact of the existence of common shareholders on Option 2 (removing the

voting rights associated with vB0), recall that such operation increases the degree of control

by �rm B�s shareholders. In particular, by merely eliminating control rights (previously

owned by �rm A), this option leverages up the control power which is exercised by private

shareholders. This in turn leads to an increase in kBA, an e¤ect not considered in our

previous analysis (kAB in turn remains constant, whereas kBB increases and kAA remains

constant, as considered before). To the extent that kAA kBB > kBA kAB, the e¤ect on B

of this divestiture is still negative as before. However, the e¤ect turns out to be lower in

absolute value.

Finally, it should be noted that when common shareholders exist the complete sale

option (for instance, Option 3, the sale to an in�nite number of small shareholders) may no

longer have a positive e¤ect on consumer surplus. In fact, although, as before, A decreases

inequivocally (because of the decrease in tB0) the change in B has the same sign of

� wB0 (kAAkBB � kABkBA) + S3BA (kBB + wB0kAB)� S3BB (kBA + wB0kAA)+

+ VBvB0
�
S3BA + kBA

�
(kBA + wB0kAA)

which has an uncertain sign, if k3BA = kBA + S
3
BA is positive (otherwise, it is negative if

kAA kBB > kBA kAB). The reason is, as before, that such sale reduces tB0 and vB0, whose

induced e¤ects on B go in opposite directions. A positive k
3
BA means that �rm B will still

care for �rm A�s pro�t even if �rm A loses its control shares in �rm B. As the loss in control

implies a loss in �nancial interest, �rm A�s aggregate pro�ts, which accrue to shareholders

who have control in �rm B, will include a lower percentage of �rm B�s pro�t. Hence, �rm

B will place a larger weight on �rm A�s pro�t and a lower weight on its own pro�t.

6 Application: PT and PTM

As the starting paragraph in the paper suggests, the questions we examine are not of

pure intellectual interest; they also correspond to actual situations where concrete regula-

tory decisions needed to be made. In this section, we consider a retrospective application

of our framework: the divestiture of Portugal Telecom�s, Portugal�s largest telecommuni-

cations operator, holdings in PTM. Until November 2007 Portugal Telecom (PT) held a
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58% share of PT Multimedia (PTM). The two �rms operated in several markets as the two

main �competitors�(sometimes the sole competitors). Under pressure from the Portuguese

government, PT agreed to divest its shares in PTM. PT management�s proposal was then

to divest its share in PTM to PT�s shareholders, in proportion to their holdings.

Table 1 lists the main shareholders in PT and PTM before the divestiture. As can be

seen, there were a few relatively large shareholders. Moreover, aside from the fact that

PT owned a share in PTM, there was a signi�cant overlap in ownership of both �rms. In

fact, three of the four larger shareholders in PTM, excluding PT, also owned a signi�cant

percentage of shares in PT. Figure 2 presents the shareholder structure of both �rms and

identi�es the shareholders present in both �rms at the time.

Insert FIGURE 2 about here

In Section 2, we assumed the weight attributed by each �rm (in its objective function) to

a given shareholder is given by a function of the shareholder�s percentage of voting shares,

that is, vin. Now, an important remark that should be made at this point is that, according

to PTM�s statutes at the time, voting rights were capped at 10%. This means that a

shareholder owning more than 10% of PTM�s shares was only entitled to 10% of the votes.

In what follows we consider as alternatives the four options considered in the previous

section, namely:

1. Transfer of PT�s share in PTM to PT�s shareholders in proportion to their initial

shares in PT. This was the option proposed by PT and actually implemented.

2. Change of PT�s share in PTM from voting stock to preferred stock.

3. Sale of PT�s share in PTM to small shareholders di¤erent from the current sharehold-

ers.

4. Sale of PT�s share in PTM to a new large shareholder.

In this application, we assume f(vin) = (vin)
z and consider three alternative arbitrary

values for z : z = 1; z = 2 and z = 3. Further, we denote PT by �rm A and PTM by �rm

B. In all cases, PTM holds no share in PT, that is, tA0 = 0. Our focus is on the value of

tB0, positive in the initial situation and zero in all other scenarios. Speci�cally, we proceed

as follows. For each scenario, we compute the values of tB0; vB0; kAA; kBB; kAB and kBA.

These values, together with the corresponding A and B for the three alternative values of
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z, are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 assumes initially that there are no common

shareholders, while Table 3 uses the shareholder structure presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Large Shareholders in PT and PTM (as of May 2006)

Shares Voting rights

Shareholder PT PTM PT PTM

PT - 58.43% - 10.00%

PTM 0.00% - 0.00% -

Telefónica 9.96% 0.00% 9.96% 0.00%

Grupo Espírito Santo 7.77% 6.96% 7.77% 6.96%

Brandes Investments Partners 7.41% 0.00% 7.41% 0.00%

Ongoing Strategy Investments 5.35% 0.00% 5.35% 0.00%

Grupo Caixa Geral de Depósitos 5.11% 11.26% 5.11% 10.00%

Telmex 3.41% 0.00% 3.41% 0.00%

Paulson Co. Inc. 0.00% 2.34% 0.00% 2.34%

Merrill Lynch International 2.20% 0.00% 2.20% 0.00%

Fidelity 2.09% 0.00% 2.09% 0.00%

Grupo Barclays 2.06% 0.00% 2.06% 0.00%

Capital Group Companies 2.04% 0.00% 2.04% 0.00%

Grupo Visabeira 2.01% 0.00% 2.01% 0.00%

Controlinveste/Joaquim Oliveira 2.00% 3.77% 2.00% 3.77%

Grupo BPI 0.00% 5.16% 0.00% 5.16%

Co�na. SGPS. S.A. 0.00% 2.23% 0.00% 2.23%

Total 53.75% 29.38% 53.75% 28.12%

As most of PT�s shareholders would own a share in PTM below 10% after the pro-

portional divestiture one can consider the proposed operation (Option 1) as a two-step

operation. In a �rst step, the legal caps on voting rights are removed and, in a second

step, the shares are distributed to PT�s shareholders in proportion to their initial shares

in PT. The �rst step corresponds to turning some non-voting shares (those corresponding

to holdings in excess of 10%) into voting shares. From Proposition 2, this has a negative

e¤ect on consumer welfare. The second step is neutral in terms of consumer welfare when

z = 1. As discussed after Proposition 1, if there is only one type of shares and if shareholder

weights are equal to their percentage of voting stock, the proportional divestiture merely
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turns indirect holdings into direct ones.18 Hence, if a shareholder�s weight is given by its

voting rights, then PT�s proposal (Option 1) actually decreases consumer welfare, provided

that z is not much higher than 1. This can be seen at the bottom of each pannel in Table 2,

where the estimated values for the �s are reported. The reason for this is that, because of

legal caps on voting rights, PT�s voting rights in PTM (in the initial situation) are consider-

ably lower than its shareholdings. Now, by transferring PT�s shares in PTM to PT�s large

shareholders, PT is actually increasing the concentration of voting rights in PTM, since the

shares it transfers correspond to greater voting rights than in the initial situation. In other

words, by relinquishing 1% of voting rights, PT is increasing PT�s shareholders�voting rights

by more than 1%. However, when z is su¢ ciently large (in Table 2, when z = 3), Option

1 may lead to a reduction in B. The reason for this is that with a su¢ ciently convex f(:)

function, the distribution of voting stock among its own shareholders leads to a reduction

in the (aggregate) weight given by �rm B (PTM) to shareholders with �nancial interests in

�rm A (PT). Table 2 also illustrates the �ndings of Proposition 3 and 4. Without common

shareholders, any of the sale options completely separates the �rms and brings both A and

B down to zero. Finally, Option 2 has no e¤ect on A and also brings B to zero. In fact,

in the absence of common shareholders, the removal of �rm B voting rights in �rm A (either

by sale or simply by converting this shares into preferred stock) makes �rm B completely

immune to the in�uence of any shareholders with �nancial interests in �rm A and, hence,

�rm B will give no weight to its competitor, i.e. B becomes equal to zero in Options 2, 3

and 4.

Table 3 presents the same information but with common shareholders. The main qual-

itative di¤erence is the fact that the sale to in�nitesimal shareholders may have a negative

e¤ect on consumer surplus, as the two weights, A and B, move in opposite directions,

as mentioned at the end of Section 5. A complete sale reduces both vB0 and tB0 to zero

and ends any (indirect) control �rm A�s shareholders might have in �rm B. However, given

that some shareholders own stock in both �rms, there will subsist shareholders with some

(direct) control over �rm B that also have a �nancial interest in �rm A and that now care

less for �rm B�s operational pro�t. Recall that after the divestiture, �rm A�s aggregate

18To be rigorous, the legal caps are not completely removed. This happens because one of the shareholders

exceeds the 10% cap before the divestiture and another one exceeds it afterwards. The percentage of shares

above 10% corresponds to only 5.75%. Therefore, the ensuing proportional distribution of shares is not

completely neutral. The di¤erence, however, is quite small. Moreover, proposition 1 is only neutral ifPN
n=0 vBn =

PN
n=1 tAn = 1, which does not hold in this example due to the inexistence of information

about small shareholders.
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pro�t no longer depends on �rm B�s operational pro�t because the sale put an end to �rm

A�s �nancial interest in �rm B. Hence, these shareholders will instruct �rm B to attribute

a higher weight to �rm A�s pro�t.

The remaining alternatives con�rm the expectations from Proposition 4, 5 and 6, which

were obtained for the case of no common shareholders and therefore do not directly apply

to Table 3. Namely that Option 4 is better than Option 3, and that Option 2 is better

than Option 1 (the option actually implemented). As mentioned above, we should qualify

this assertion by recognizing that the transactions costs of each option might di¤er. In

particular, one advantage of Options 1 and 2 is that they do not require a market sale, with

all the transactions costs this may imply.
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Table 2

E¤ect of various forms of divestiture, assuming no common

shareholders before the divestiture, with f(vin) = (vin)
z.

Base Case Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

z = 1

kAA 0:058 0:058 0:058 0:058 0:058

kAB 0:000 0:034 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBA 0:000 0:031 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBB 0:054 0:053 0:074 0:074 0:208

wB0 0:262 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:584 0:584 0:584 0:000 0:000

B 0:241 0:582 0:000 0:000 0:000

z = 2

kAA 0:072 0:072 0:072 0:072 0:072

kAB 0:000 0:042 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBA 0:000 0:026 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBB 0:057 0:070 0:086 0:086 0:255

wB0 0:340 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:584 0:584 0:584 0:000 0:000

B 0:346 0:364 0:000 0:000 0:000

z = 3

kAA 0:081 0:081 0:081 0:081 0:081

kAB 0:000 0:047 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBA 0:000 0:018 0:000 0:000 0:000

kBB 0:057 0:084 0:094 0:094 0:287

wB0 0:394 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:584 0:584 0:584 0:000 0:000

B 0:420 0:219 0:000 0:000 0:000
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Table 3

E¤ect of various forms of divestiture, assuming common

shareholders before the divestiture, with f(vin) = (vin)
z.

Base Case Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

z = 1

kAA 0:058 0:058 0:058 0:058 0:058

kAB 0:022 0:056 0:022 0:022 0:022

kBA 0:030 0:049 0:040 0:040 0:030

kBB 0:054 0:071 0:074 0:074 0:208

wB0 0:262 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:966 0:966 0:966 0:382 0:382

B 0:519 0:689 0:413 0:545 0:142

z = 2

kAA 0:072 0:072 0:072 0:072 0:072

kAB 0:023 0:066 0:023 0:023 0:023

kBA 0:031 0:057 0:047 0:047 0:031

kBB 0:057 0:096 0:086 0:086 0:255

wB0 0:340 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:908 0:908 0:908 0:323 0:323

B 0:574 0:599 0:416 0:550 0:122

z = 3

kAA 0:081 0:081 0:081 0:081 0:081

kAB 0:021 0:069 0:021 0:021 0:021

kBA 0:031 0:061 0:051 0:051 0:031

kBB 0:057 0:110 0:094 0:094 0:287

wB0 0:394 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000

tB0 0:584 0:000 0:584 0:000 0:000

A 0:847 0:847 0:847 0:262 0:262

B 0:613 0:554 0:410 0:539 0:107
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7 Conclusion

We provided a series of necessary and su¢ cient conditions that allow us to rank alter-

native options for divestiture of �rm A�s holdings in �rm B. Overall, three robust ideas

stand out from our results: First, a participation that induces control is more damaging

to consumer welfare than a passive participation (though both decrease consumer surplus).

Second, the �proportional�method (which has been used in recent divestiture arrangements)

generally performs worse than turning voting stock into preferred stock or selling shares to

a third party. Third, the concentration of control among independent shareholders in the

target �rm is bene�cial from a consumer surplus point of view (the �countervailing�e¤ect).
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1: Firm i�s �rst-order condition is given by

f(pi; pj; i; j) =
@�i
@pi

+ i
@�j
@pi

= 0

Since @�j=@pi > 0, it follows that @f(pi; pj; i; j)=@i > 0. Since moreover @
2!i=@pi@pj =

@2�i=@pi@pj + i@
2�j=@pi@pj > 0, standard supermodularity results (e.g., Theorem 2.3 in

Vives, 2000) imply that equilibrium prices are increasing in i. Finally, since consumer

surplus is decreasing in prices the result follows.

�

Proof of Lemma 2: Taking derivatives and simplifying, we get

@B
@KBA

=
KBB

(KBB +KBAtB0)
2 > 0

@B
@KBB

= � KBA

(KBB +KBAtB0)
2 < 0

@B
@tB0

= � K2
BA

(KBB +KBAtB0)
2 < 0

@A
@tB0

= 1 > 0

@A
@KAB

=
1

KAA

> 0

@A
@KAA

= �KAB

K2
AA

� 0

�

Proof of Lemma 2�: Taking derivatives and simplifying, we get

@B
@tB0

= � (kBA + wB0kAA)
2

(kBB + wB0 (kAB + tB0kAA) + tB0kBA)
2 < 0

@B
@vB0

=
(kAAkBB � kABkBA)

(kBB + wB0 (kAB + tB0kAA) + tB0kBA)
2

@wB0
@vB0

@B
@kAA

= wB0
@B
@kBA

=
(kBB + wB0kAB)wB0

(kBB + wB0 (kAB + tB0kAA) + tB0kBA)
2 > 0

@B
@kBB

=
1

wB0

@B
@kAB

= � (kBA + wB0kAA)

(kBB + wB0 (kAB + tB0kAA) + tB0kBA)
2 < 0
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and

@A
@tB0

= 1 > 0

@A
@wB0

=
1

kAA
> 0

@A
@kAA

= �kAB
k2AA

� 0

�

In the proofs of all propositions, superscript o = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 denotes the value taken

by the relevant variables after divestiture o took place. The superscript 0 referring to the

baseline case is omitted. Additionally, �xo := xo � x: In all proofs, we start with the most
complex case (general weight function for win; with common shareholders), then present the

case of the general weight function for win, without common shareholders and, �nally, the

corresponding expression for the case of f(vin) = vin.

It should be noted that under all divestiture options considered, there are no changes

in the distribution of �rm A�s shares, so toAn = tAn, voAn = vAn and woAn = wAn. Hence,

Ko
AA = koAA = kAA. With the exception of the proportional divestiture (Option 1) there

are also no changes in tBn for the original shareholders. Hence, Ko
AB = koAB = kAB for

o = 2; 3; 4:

Given Lemma 1, the e¤ects of the di¤erent divestiture options on consumer surplus

depend on their e¤ects on the weights each �rm places on its competitor. Under Option

o = 0; 1; :::; 4; the weights are given by

oA = toB0 +
Ko
AB

Ko
AA

: (9)

oB =
Ko
BA

Ko
BB +K

o
BAt

o
B0

: (10)

and the variation in the weights as one moves from Option o0 to Option o is given by:

oA � o
0

A = toB0 � to
0

B0 +
Ko
AB �Ko0

AB

KAA

(11)

oB � o
0

B =
Ko
BA

Ko
BB +K

o
BAt

o
B0

� Ko0
BA

Ko0
BB +K

o0
BAt

o0
B0

(12)

In the proofs below, we only need to know the sign of oA � o
0
A and 

o
B � o

0
B. The sign of

the latter is given by

sign(oB � o
0

B) = sign
�
Ko0

BBK
o
BA �Ko

BBK
o0

BA +K
o
BAK

o0

BA(t
o0

B0 � toB0)
�

(13)
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Proof of Proposition 1:

Assume a fraction �, � � 1, is being divested of both vB0 and tB0. With the divestiture,
shares are distributed among the shareholders of the parent company, �rm A, in proportion

to their holdings, tAn, and we have:

t1Bn = tBn + �tB0tAn

v1Bn = vBn + �vB0tAn

As a result of these changes there will be a variation in the weights given by �rm B to each

private shareholder n = 1; :::; N . This variation is given by

�w1Bn = w
1
Bn � wBn =

f(vBn + �vB0tAn)PN
n=1 f(vBn + �vB0tAn) + f((1� �)vB0)

� f(vBn)PN
n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)

Note that for some shareholders this variation may be positive while, for others, it may

be negative. In general, the denominator of wBn may either increase or decrease and the

numerator increases only for those shareholders with tAn > 0.

As for �rm A :

�w1B0 = w
1
B0�wB0 =

f((1� �)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn + �vB0tAn) + f((1� �)vB0)

� f(vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)

< 0:

After the divestiture, we have:

k1AB =
NX
n=1

w1Ant
1
Bn =

NX
n=1

wAn (tBn + �tB0tAn) = kAB + �tB0kAA

k1BA =
NX
n=1

w1Bnt
1
An =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

1
Bn

�
tAn = kBA +

NX
n=1

�w1BntAn = kBA + S
1
BA

k1BB =
NX
n=1

w1Bnt
1
Bn =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

1
Bn

�
(tBn + �tB0tAn)

= kBB + S
1
BB + �tB0

�
kBA + S

1
BA

�
where

Soij =
NX
n=1

�wointjn

Hence,

K1
AB = k1AB = kAB + �tB0kAA = KAB + �tB0kAA

K1
BA = k1BA + w

1
B0k

1
AA = kBA + S

1
BA + wB0kAA +�w

1
B0kAA = KBA + S

1
BA +�w

1
B0kAA

K1
BB = k1BB + w

1
B0k

1
AB = kBB + S

1
BB + �tB0

�
kBA + S

1
BA

�
+ w1B0 (kAB + �tB0kAA)

= KBB + �tB0
�
KBA + S

1
BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
+ S1BB +�w

1
B0kAB
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Inserting these expressions into (11) and (13) we obtain:

1A � A = t1B0 � tB0 +
K1
AB �KAB

KAA

= (1� �)tB0 � tB0 +
KAB + �tB0KAA �KAB

KAA

= 0

sign(1B � B) = sign(KBB

�
S1BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
�KBA

�
S1BB +�w

1
B0kAB

�
)

Therefore, Option 1 does not lead to any change in A and it leads to a reduction in B

if and only if

KBB

�
S1BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
�KBA

�
S1BB +�w

1
B0kAB

�
< 0: (14)

With no-common shareholders we have kAB = kBA = 0; KBB = kBB and KBA = wB0kAA.

Denote by Ni the original set of �rm i�s shareholders, with NA \ NB = ?: For �rm A�s

original shareholders, i.e. for n 2 NA, we have:

�w1Bn =
f(�vB0tAn)P

n2NA f(�vB0tAn) +
P

n2NB f(vBn) + f((1� �)vB0)
� 0 > 0,

from where we have S1BA > 0.

As for �rm B�s original shareholders, i.e. for n 2 NB, we have

�w1Bn =
f(vBn)P

n2NA f(�vB0tAn) +
P

n2NB f(vBn) + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)
> 0;

which implies S1BB > 0:

In case of no common shareholders, (14) becomes

kBB
�
S1BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
� wB0kAAS1BB < 0: (15)

Finally, if f(vin) = vin and
PN

n=0 vBn =
PN

n=1 tAn = 1, we have

�w1B0 =
(1� �)vB0PN

n=1(vBn + �vB0tAn) + (1� �)vB0
� vB0PN

n=1 vBn + vB0
= ��vB0

�w1Bn =
�vB0tAnPN

n=1 (vBn + �vB0tAn) + (1� �)vB0
= �vB0tAn

S1BA =

NX
n=1

�w1BntAn = �vB0

NX
n=1

tAntAn

S1BB =
NX
n=1

�w1BntBn = �vB0

NX
n=1

tAntBn = 0

and (15) becomes  
NX
n=1

tAn � vAn

!
tAn < 0
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�

Proof of Proposition 2:

Assume that a percentage �, � � 1, of voting stock vB0 is turned into preferred stock. As
a result of the switch from voting stock to preferred stock, shareholder n owning a percentage

of voting stock vBn now owns a larger percentage, namely vBn=(1 � �vB0). However, tBn
and tB0 remain unchanged. Hence, after the divestiture:

v2Bn = vBn=(1� �vB0)

v2B0 = (1� �)vB0=(1� �vB0)

As a result of these changes there will be a variation in the weights given by �rm B to each

shareholder. This variation is given by

�w2Bn =
f(vBn=(1� �vB0))PN

n=1 f(vBn=(1� �vB0)) + f((1� �)vB0=(1� �vB0))

� f(vBn)PN
n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)

=
f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)
> 0

As for �rm A :

�w2B0 =
f((1� �)vB0=(1� �vB0))PN

n=1 f(vBn=(1� �vB0)) + f((1� �)vB0=(1� �vB0))
� f(vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)

=
f((1� �)vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)
< 0;

where we have made use of the property: f(vin)=f(vin0) = f(�vin)=f(�vin0):

Thus, we have

k2BA =

NX
n=1

w2Bnt
2
An =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

2
Bn

�
tAn = kBA + S

2
BA

k2BB =
NX
n=1

w2Bnt
2
Bn =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

2
Bn

�
tBn = kBB + S

2
BB

with S2BA and S
2
BB non-negative. Hence,

K2
BA = k2BA + w

2
B0k

2
AA = kBA + S

2
BA + w

2
B0KAA = KBA + S

2
BA +�w

2
B0KAA

K2
BB = k2BB + w

2
B0k

2
AB = KBB + S

2
BB +�w

2
B0KAB

and (11) and (13) become, respectively:

2A � A = t2B0 � tB0 +
K2
AB �KAB

KAA

= tB0 � tB0 +
KAB �KAB

KAA

= 0

sign(2B � B) = sign(KBBK
2
BA �K2

BBKBA +KBAK
2
BA

�
tB0 � t2B0

�
)

= sign(KBBK
2
BA �K2

BBKBA)
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Therefore, Option 2 does not lead to any change in A and it leads to a reduction in B

if and only if

KBBK
2
BA �K2

BBKBA < 0, kBBkAA � kBAkAB > 0:

�

Proof of Proposition 3:

After a complete divestiture of voting stock we will have v3B0 = w
3
B0 = v

4
B0 = w

4
B0 = 0 in

both Options 3 and 4. There will also be a decrease in tB0 equal to vB0VB, i.e., t3B0 = t
4
B0 =

tB0 � vB0VB.
In Option 3 we will have:

�w3Bn =
f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + 0 + f(0)
� f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)
> 0

�w3B0 = �wB0 = �
f(vB0)PN
n=0 f(vBn)

< 0

and

k3BA =
NX
n=1

w3Bnt
3
An =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

3
Bn

�
tAn = kBA + S

3
BA

k3BB =
NX
n=1

w3Bnt
3
Bn =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

3
Bn

�
tBn = kBB + S

3
BB

where S3BA and S
3
BB are non-negative. Hence,

K3
BA = k3BA + w

3
B0k

3
AA = kBA + S

3
BA = KBA + S

3
BA +�w

3
B0kAA

K3
BB = k3BB + w

3
B0k

3
AB = kBB + S

3
BB = KBB + S

3
BB +�w

3
B0kAB

and (11) becomes

3A � A = t3B0 � tB0 +
K3
AB �KAB

KAA

= (tB0 � vB0VB)� tB0 +
KAB �KAB

KAA

= �vB0VB

while (13) becomes

sign(3B � B) = sign(KBBK
3
BA �K3

BBKBA +KBAK
3
BA (tB0 � (tB0 � vB0VB)))

= sign(KBB

�
S3BA +�w

3
B0kAA

�
�KBA

�
S3BB +�w

3
B0kAB

�
+

+KBA

�
KBA + S

3
BA +�w

3
B0kAA

�
vB0VB)
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Given that this is a complete divestiture we have �w3B0 = �wB0 and

sign(3B � B) = sign(KBB

�
�wB0kAA + S3BA

�
�
�
�wB0kAB + S3BB

�
KBA +

+KBA

�
KBA � wB0kAA + S3BA

�
vB0VB)

= sign(wB0 (KBAkAB �KBBkAA) +KBBS
3
BA �KBAS

3
BB +

+
�
kBA + S

3
BA

�
KBAvB0VB)

This is negative if and only if

�wB0 (kAAkBB � kABkBA) + S3BA (kBB + wB0kAB)� S3BB (kBA + wB0kAA)+

+VBvB0
�
S3BA + kBA

�
(kBA + wB0kAA) < 0 (16)

In the absence of common shareholders kAB = kBA = S3BA = 0 and (16) becomes

�kAAwB0
�
kBB + S

3
BB

�
< 0

which is always true.

In Option 4 there will be a new shareholder, shareholder N +1, which will take the role

of �rm A. Hence, �w4Bn = 0 for the N original shareholders and �w4BN+1 = wB0 > 0: This

will only a¤ect kBB which becomes:

k4BB =
N+1X
n=1

w4Bnt
4
Bn =

NX
n=1

(wBn + 0) tBn +
�
0 + �w4BN+1

�
tBN+1 = kBB + wB0vB0VB

Thus,

K4
BA = k4BA + w

4
B0k

4
AA = k

4
BA = kBA

K4
BB = k4BB + w

4
B0k

4
AB = k

4
BB = kBB + wB0vB0VB

Hence, (11) and (13) become

4A � A = t4B0 � tB0 +
K4
AB �KAB

KAA

= (tB0 � vB0VB)� tB0 +
KAB �KAB

KAA

= �vB0VB

sign(4B � B) = sign(KBBK
4
BA �K4

BBKBA +KBAK
4
BA (tB0 � (tB0 � vB0VB)))

= sign(�wB0 (kAAkBB � kABkBA) + (kBA + wB0kAA) (kBA � wB0) vB0VB):

In the absence of common shareholders, kAB = kBA = S3BA = 0 and

sign(4B � B) = �wB0kAA (kBB + VBvB0wB0) < 0:
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�

Proof of Proposition 4:

From Lemma 2, Option 2 is better than Option 1 if the two following conditions hold:

2A � 1A = t2B0 � t1B0 +
K2
AB �K1

AB

KAA

� 0 (17)

sign(2B � 1B) = sign(K1
BBK

2
BA �K2

BBK
1
BA +K

1
BAK

2
BA

�
t1B0 � t2B0

�
) � 0 (18)

Using the expressions for Kij presented in the Proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 we have

2A � 1A = tB0 � (1� �)tB0 +
KAB � (KAB + �tB0KAA)

KAA

= 0

and

sign(2B � 1B) =

sign(
�
KBB + S

1
BB +�w

1
B0KAB

� �
KBA + S

2
BA +�w

2
B0KAA

�
��

KBB + S
2
BB +�w

2
B0KAB

� �
KBA + S

1
BA +�w

1
B0KAA

�
)

In the particular case of no-common shareholders we have KBB = kBB, KBA = wB0kAA

and KAB = kAB = S
2
BA = 0 :

sign(2B � 1B) = sign
��

kBB + S
1
BB

kBB + S2BB
w2B0 � w1B0

�
kAA � S1BA

�
We now show that the �rst term is positive, or that

kBB + S
1
BB

w1B0
>
kBB + S

2
BB

w2B0
, w1B0P

w1BntBn
<

w2B0P
w2BntBn

:

This is equivalent to

f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn+�vB0tAn)+f((1��)vB0)P

f(vBn+�vB0tAn)tBnPN
n=1 f(vBn+�vB0tAn)+f((1��)vB0)

<

f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn)+f((1��)vB0)P

f(vBn)tBnPN
n=1 f(vBn)+f((1��)vB0)

After simplifying we obtain

NX
n=1

f(vBn)tBn <
NX
n=1

f(vBn + �vB0tAn)tBn

which is always true.

Finally, if f(vin) = vin and
PN

n=0 vBn =
PN

n=1 tAn = 1, we have

�w1B0 = ��vB0

�w1Bn = �tAnvB0

S1BB =

NX
n=1

�w1BntBn = �vB0

NX
n=1

tAntBn = 0
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and

�w2B0 =
vB0 � �vB0
1� �vB0

� vB0

�w2Bn =
vBn

1� �vB0
� vBn

S2BB =
NX
n=1

�w2BntBn =
kBB

1� �vB0
� kBB

Therefore,

sign(2B � 1B) = sign(
�
kBB + S

1
BB

kBB + S2BB
w2B0 � w1B0

�
kAA � S1BA = sign(�S1BA) < 0:

�

Proof of Proposition 5:

After a partial divestiture of voting stock we will have v3B0 = v
4
B0 = (1 � �)vB0 in both

Options 3 and 4. There will also be a decrease in tB0 equal to �vB0VB, i.e., t3B0 = t4B0 =

tB0 � �vB0VB.
In Option 3 we will have:

�w3Bn =
f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + 0 + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(vB0)
> 0

�w3B0 =
f((1� �)vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + 0 + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vB0)PN

n=0 f(vBn)
< 0

and k3BA, k
3
BB, K

3
BA and K

3
BB have the same expressions as in the proof of Proposition, with

S3BA and S
3
BB non-negative.

While in Option 4 there will be a new shareholder, shareholder N + 1, and:

�w4Bn =
f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(�vB0) + f ((1� �)vB0)
� f(vBn)PN

n=0 f(vBn)
> 0

�w4BN+1 =
f(�vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(�vB0) + f((1� �)vB0)
� 0 > 0

�w4B0 =
f ((1� �)vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + f(�vB0) + f((1� �)vB0)
� f(vB0)PN

n=0 f(vBn)
< 0

and

k4BA =
N+1X
n=1

w4Bnt
4
An =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

4
Bn

�
tAn + (0 + �wBN+1) 0 = kBA + S

4
BA

k4BB =

N+1X
n=1

w4Bnt
4
Bn =

NX
n=1

�
wBn +�w

4
Bn

�
tBn + (0 + �wBN+1) tBN+1 = kBB + S

4
BB + w

4
BN+1�vB0VB
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with S4BA > 0:

Hence,

K4
BA = k4BA + w

4
B0k

4
AA = KBA + S

4
BA +�w

4
B0kAA

K4
BB = k4BB + w

4
B0k

4
AB = KBB + S

4
BB +�w

4
B0kAB + z

with z = �w4BN+1vB0VB:

Using the expressions for K presented above, we have

3A � 4A = t3B0 � t4B0 +
K3
AB �K4

AB

KAA

= 0

and

sign(3B � 4B) = sign(K4
BBK

3
BA �K3

BBK
4
BA +K

4
BAK

3
BA

�
t4B0 � t3B0

�
)

= sign(K4
BBK

3
BA �K3

BBK
4
BA)

= sign(
�
KBB + S

4
BB +�w

4
B0kAB + z

� �
KBA + S

3
BA +�w

3
B0kAA

�
�
�
KBB + S

3
BB +�w

3
B0kAB

� �
KBA + S

4
BA +�w

4
B0kAA

�
)

Without common shareholders we have kAB = kBA = S3BA = S
4
BA = 0 and, as long as it

is not a complete sale:

sign(3B � 4B) = sign
�
kBB + S

4
BB + z

kBB + S3BB

w3B0
w4B0

� 1
�
> 0:

We now show that
kBB + S

4
BB + z

kBB + S3BB
>
w4B0
w3B0

By de�nition, this is equivalent toPN
n=1w

4
BntBnPN

n=1w
3
BntBn

+
z

kBB + S3BB
>

w4B0
w3B0

,
PN
n=1 f(vBn)tBnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+f(�vB0)+f(1��)vB0PN
n=1 f(vBn)tBnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+0+f((1��)vB0)

+
z

kBB + S3BB
>

f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn)+f(�vB0)+f(1��)vB0

f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn)+0+f((1��)vB0)

,

z

kBB + S3BB
> 0

which is always true.

In case of a complete sale, i.e., �w4B0 = �w
3
B0 = �wB0, even with common shareholders,

one can show that sign(3B � 4B) > 0:�
KBB +�w

4
B0kAB + S

4
BB + z

� �
KBA +�w

3
B0kAA + S

3
BA

�
�

�
�
KBB +�w

3
B0kAB + S

3
BB

� �
KBA +�w

4
B0kAA + S

4
BA

�
=

�
kBB + S

4
BB + z

� �
kBA + S

3
BA

�
�
�
kBB + S

3
BB

� �
kBA + S

4
BA

�
> 0
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In fact, kBB+S
4
BB

kBB+S
3
BB
+ z

kBB+S
3
BB
>

kBA+S
4
BA

kBA+S
3
BA
,PN

n=1 w
4
BntBnPN

n=1 w
3
BntBn

+ z
kBB+S

3
BB
>

PN
n=1 w

4
BntAnPN

n=1 w
3
BntAn

,
PN
n=1 f(vBn)tBnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+f(�vB0)+f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn)tBnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+0+f((1��)vB0)

+ z
kBB+S

3
BB

>

PN
n=1 f(vBn)tAnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+f(�vB0)+f((1��)vB0)PN
n=1 f(vBn)tAnPN

n=1 f(vBn)+0+f((1��)vB0)

, which is always

true.

�

Proof of Proposition 6:

After a partial divestiture of voting stock we will have v3B0 = (1 � �)vB0 and t3B0 =
tB0��vB0VB under Option 3 and v2B0 = (1��)vB0=(1��vB0) and t2B0 = tB0 under Option
2.

Before proceeding, note that

w2Bn =
f( vBn

1��vB0 )PN
n=1 f(

vBn
1��vB0 ) + f(

(1��)vB0
1��vB0 )

=
f(vBn)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + 0 + f((1� �)vB0)
= w3Bn

w2B0 =
f( (1��)vB0

1��vB0 )PN
n=1 f(

vBn
1��vB0 ) + f(

(1��)vB0
1��vB0 )

=
f((1� �)vB0)PN

n=1 f(vBn) + 0 + f((1� �)vB0)
= w3B0

which implies �w2B0 = �w
3
B0, S

2
BB = S

3
BB and S

2
BA = S

3
BA.

From (11) and (13) we have:

2A � 3A = t2B0 � t3B0 +
K2
AB �K3

AB

KAA

= �vB0VB > 0 (19)

and

sign(2B � 3B) = sign(K3
BBK

2
BA �K2

BBK
3
BA +K

3
BAK

2
BA

�
t3B0 � t2B0

�
)

= �
�
KBA +�w

3
B0kAA + S

3
BA

�2
(�vB0VB) � 0

In case of a complete divestiture, we have (KBA +�w
3
B0kAA + S

3
BA)

2
= (KBA � wB0kAA + S3BA)

2
=

(kBA + S
3
BA)

2.

Assuming no common shareholders, this is 0 and 2B � 3B = 0: Option 3 is better for
consumers because it leads to a lower A. Otherwise, the weights each �rm places on its

rival always move in opposite directions.

Finally, after Option 1, we will have v1B0 = (1� �)vB0 and t1B0 = (1� �)tB0.

1A � 3A = t1B0 � t3B0 +
K1
AB �K3

AB

KAA

= �vB0VB (20)
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and

sign(1B � 3B) = sign(K3
BBK

1
BA �K1

BBK
3
BA +K

3
BAK

1
BA� (tB0 � VBvB0))

= sign(
�
KBB +�w

3
B0kAB + S

3
BB

� �
KBA + S

1
BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
+

�
�
KBB + S

1
BB +�w

1
B0kAB

� �
KBA +�w

3
B0kAA + S

3
BA

�
+

�
�
KBA +�w

3
B0kAA + S

3
BA

� �
KBA + S

1
BA +�w

1
B0kAA

�
� (tB0 � VBvB0))

In the case of a complete divestiture�w3B0 = �w
1
B0 = �wB0 and this expression becomes:

sign(
�
kBB + S

3
BB

� �
kBA + S

1
BA

�
�
�
kBB + S

1
BB

� �
kBA + S

3
BA

�
�
�
kBA + S

3
BA

� �
kBA + S

1
BA

�
� (tB0 � VBvB0))

If there are no common shareholders, we have kBA = S3BA = 0 and this simpli�es to�
kBB + S

3
BB

�
S1BA > 0:

�

Appendix B

Following Singh and Vives (1984) and assuming �rm symmetry, let the representative

consumer maximize

a(qA + qB)�
1

2
(bq2A + bq

2
B + 2dqAqB)� pAqA � pBqB

with b > d. This utility function leads to the following linear inverse demand functions:

pA = a� bqA � dqB

pB = a� bqB � dqA

or

qA =
a (b� d)� bpA + dpB

b2 � d2

qB =
a (b� d)� bpB + dpA

b2 � d2

Assuming that marginal costs are equal to zero, it is straighforward to show that the equi-

librium prices are given by:

pA =
a (b� d) (2b+ d (A + 1))
4b2 � d2 (A + 1) (B + 1)

pB =
a (b� ) (2b+ d (B + 1))
4b2 � d2 (A + 1) (B + 1)
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where

A = vB0

B =
wB0kAA

kBB + kAAwB0vB0
:

After a partial divestiture in which a fraction � of �rm A�s stock is sold to in�nitesimal

shareholders, we will have

v3B0 = (1� �)vB0

w3B0 =
(1� �)vB0PN

n=1 vBn + (1� �)vB0
=

(1� �)vB0
1� vB0 + (1� �)vB0

=
(1� �)vB0
1� �vB0

w3Bn =
vBnPN

n=1 vBn + (1� �)vB0
=

vBn
1� �vB0

k3BB =

NX
n=1

w3Bnt
3
Bn =

NX
n=1

vBn
1� �vB0

tBn =
kBB

1� �vB0
:

and therefore,

3A = (1� �)vB0

3B =

(1��)vB0
1��vB0 kAA

kBB
1��vB0 + kAA

(1��)vB0
1��vB0 (1� �)vB0

=
(1� �)vB0

k + ((1� �)vB0)2
:

Writing v = (1��)vB0 and inserting these expression into the equilibrium prices we obtain:

pA =
(k + v2) (2� +  (v + 1)) (� � )�
4�2 (k + v2)� 2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)

pB =
(2� (k + v2) +  (k + v + v2)) (� � )�
4�2 (k + v2)� 2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)

and

qA =
(2b2 (k + v2) + db (1� v) (k + v2)� d2v (k + v + v2))

4b2 (k + v2)� d2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)
a

(b+ d)

qB =
(2b2 (k + v2) + db (k � v + v2)� d2v (v + 1))

4b2 (k + v2)� d2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)
a

(b+ d)

or, letting x = d=b < 1 and normalizing prices and output

PA =
pA
a
=

(k + v2) (2 + x (v + 1)) (1� x)
4 (k + v2)� x2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)

PB =
pB
a
=
(2 (k + v2) + x (k + v + v2)) (1� x)
4 (k + v2)� x2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)

QA =
bqA
a
=
(2 (k + v2) + x (1� v) (k + v2)� x2v (k + v + v2))

4 (k + v2)� x2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)
1

(1 + x)

QB =
bqB
a
=
(2 (k + v2) + x (k � v + v2)� x2v (v + 1))

4 (k + v2)� x2 (v + 1) (k + v + v2)
1

(1 + x)
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In order to have non-negative prices and outputs we need that

g1(k; v; x) = 4
�
k + v2

�
� x2 (v + 1)

�
k + v + v2

�
> 0

g2(k; v; x) = 2
�
k + v2

�
+ x (1� v)

�
k + v2

�
� x2v

�
k + v + v2

�
> 0

g3(k; v; x) = 2
�
k + v2

�
+ x

�
k � v + v2

�
� x2v (v + 1) > 0

Notice that g2(k; v; x) > 0 is always true because:

@g2(k; v; x)

@k
=
�
x+ 1� vx+ 1� vx2

�
> 0

and

g2(0; v; x) = v
2 (x+ 1) (1� vx+ 1� x) > 0

The other two conditions can be written respectively as

x < 2

s
(k + v2)

(v + 1) (k + v2 + v)

x <
k � v + v2 +

q
(k + v2 � v)2 + 8v (v + 1) (k + v2)

2v (v + 1)

Normalized consumer surplus decreases with an in�nitesimal divestiture if and only if

�@CS�

@�

��
�=0

= @CS�

@v
> 0. This has the same sign as

v7x (x+ 1)
�
2x� x2 + 4

�
� 2 (x+ 1)

�
2x� 2x2 + x3 + 4

�
v6 +

6xk (x+ 2) (x+ 1) v5 + (x+ 1)
�
2
�
2x� 2x2 + x3 + 4

�
+ 3k (x� 2) (x+ 2)2

�
v4 +

x (x+ 1)
�
2k (x+ 2) (3x� 4) +

�
x2 � 2x� 4

�
+ k2

�
6x+ x2 + 12

��
v3 +

3k (x+ 2)
�
x2 + x3 + k

�
x3 � 4x� 4

��
v2 + 2xk (x+ 2)

��
k2 + 1

�
(x+ 1) + k

�
x2 � x� 4

��
v

�k2 (x+ 2)3 (k + 1)

Figure 1, obtained numerically, presents the set of values in the (v; x)-space for which the

expression above is positive, for arbitrary values of k; k = 0, k = 0:075 and k = 0:100.

Figure 1 also presents the only binding constraint needed to ensure positive outputs and

prices, in gray, which corresponds to the case when k = 0
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